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Abstract. Data-driven algorithms now enable digital labor platforms to automat-
ically manage transactions between thousands of gig workers and service recipi-
ents. Recent research on algorithmic management outlines information asymme-
tries, which make it difficult for gig workers to gain control over their work due 
a lack of understanding how algorithms on digital labor platforms make im-
portant decisions such as assigning work and evaluating workers. By building on 
an empirical study of Upwork users, we make it clear that users are not passive 
recipients of algorithmic management. We explain how workers make sense of 
different automated features of the Upwork platform, developing a literacy for 
understanding and working with algorithms. We also highlight the ways through 
which workers may use this knowledge of algorithms to work around or manip-
ulate them to retain some professional autonomy while working through the plat-
form. 

Keywords: Algorithmic management, algorithmic competency, gig work, 
online freelancing. 

1 Introduction  

The “datafication” of many organizational processes and activities has paved the way 
for algorithms to aggregate and analyze data, and thereby contribute to the processes of 
management and decision-making [1]. Algorithms are now beyond simple data-pro-
cessing code, as they prescribe protocols for work in different organizational contexts 
[2, 3]. Due to their analytical capacities, algorithms and smart agents are replacing some 
of the tasks that were seen as the responsibility of middle managers [4, 5]. For example, 
sensor data and algorithmic processing can provide a more accurate prediction about 
the arrival or departure of flights or recommendation about high performing stocks [6].  

With the increasing reliance on algorithms in various contexts of decision-making, 
researchers have begun to voice concerns over the opaque nature of algorithms and 
“blind’ dependence on the algorithmic approach [7]. Given the automatic quality of the 
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algorithm, it is easy for one to develop a kind of “complacency”, or overreliance on 
smart systems to make autonomous decisions [8]. To work effectively with algorithms, 
the human decision-maker (at all levels) still needs to retain an understanding of algo-
rithms and the process through which they transform data into decisions, recommenda-
tions etc. [1, 9]. 

1.1 Algorithmic Management in the Gig Economy 

Algorithmic management has emerged in digital labor platforms as a method of organ-
izing and coordinating extremely large groups of workers and clients in an automated 
way [4, 10, 11]. By reducing the hiring and transacting processes programmatically, the 
platform can facilitate a large number of short term, and often on-demand projects [12]. 
The digital platform then is an organizing model, which produces flexibility through a 
process of scaling and automation [10, 13].  

The work of coordinating and organizing workers at scale was traditionally the work 
of middle managers and human foremen [5], but the algorithm-based platform gains 
some efficiency by offloading this work to information-based decision systems [14]. 
This means that many of the tasks which were the responsibility of that class of man-
agers are now carried out by automated systems, including matching workers and ser-
vice recipients, assigning tasks, evaluating gig workers’ performance (through sum-
mary statistics of ratings and comments), providing information to transacting parties, 
and even implementing human resource management decisions [15]. The goals of this 
process, scaling and automation, require the minimization of human intervention, such 
that transactions can be carried out quickly and efficiently [4].  

A consequence of this transition is that much of the process of management and 
decision-making is subducted into opaque algorithmic processes [16, 17]. The exact 
process by which an algorithm produces decisions may be convoluted and inaccessible 
to the common worker [2, 18]. For this reason, the decision produced by an algorithmic 
system can seem impenetrable, erratic, and unpredictable, and workers can become 
frustrated with the inscrutability of this decision-making system [15, 16].  

As such, monitoring and attempting to grasp the functions of various algorithms has 
become an important component of gig work [19-21]. Digital platforms, which have 
become some of the primary facilities for the gig economy [11], operate largely on 
programmatic processes, and are characteristically convoluted, presenting a complex 
working environment for the gig worker [17, 22, 23]. However, gig workers are creative 
in investigating these algorithmic systems, and such investigations serve as a founda-
tion for gaming the system, working around constraints, and generally mobilizing the 
algorithmic platform for the benefit of the worker’s autonomy [15, 20]. 

It is in fact critical not to overlook the agency of workers in adapting and leveraging 
algorithmic working environments. Our objective in this paper is therefore to observe 
the moments of agency in which workers develop a functional understanding of an al-
gorithm, or how to use or subvert that algorithm. The platform Upwork serves as a good 
context for this particular line of investigation because it supports a variety of skilled 
knowledge work, which is hard to deskill or decompose [14, 24]. The coordinating core 
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of the Upwork platform is a suite of algorithms which match workers with clients, sup-
port transactions, and police user behavior. However, the nature of this work makes it 
difficult to measure, verify, and decompose algorithmically.  

To unpack the value of Upwork as a research context briefly, it is helpful to look at 
the kind of work that is done on the platform. To date, research on algorithmic man-
agement has primarily focused on the microwork or ridesharing contexts of gig work 
[e.g., 2, 15, 16, 19, 22, 23]. Online freelancing—as a more knowledge intensive form 
of gig work— presents different work dynamics [25], and therefore workers’ engage-
ment with algorithmic management can be different. Online freelancing typically re-
quires specialized skills, and personal professional development. For example, on 
online freelancing platforms such as Upwork or Fiverr, gig workers are presented with 
opportunities to customize a profile, take proficiency tests and promote themselves as 
knowledge experts in different domains [26]. Evaluation of workers performance is 
also more dynamic and qualitative, and projects often involve close communication 
between the freelancer and their clients.  

We therefore chose Upwork (as the largest online freelancing platform) with the 
premise that this environment gives workers more room to maneuver in the face of 
algorithmic constraints, or leverage them to their own benefit [27]. This makes it a 
valuable space in which to broaden our understanding of how workers have reacted and 
adapted to the inscrutability of the gig platforms as a working environment. To support 
this contribution, we build on an empirical study of gig workers on Upwork and their 
encounters with algorithms that manage their work. More specifically, this study ex-
amines how Upworkers generate an understanding of algorithms, and use this under-
standing to leverage algorithms to their professional advantage on the online freelance 
marketplace provided by Upwork. 

2 Methods 

Our findings are based on 33 interviews with Upwork workers, and 26 policy state-
ments and help documents collected from Upwork’s website, as well as 98 threads col-
lected from Upwork related online forums. The study is designed to first give the re-
searchers an understanding of the Upwork community and its context through the fo-
rum and Upwork page data, and second to use that data to guide a more directed inves-
tigation through interviews. The forum and help page data allowed the researchers to 
become familiar with the services and policies operating on the Upwork platform, and 
acquire a broad overview of common strategies, problems, interests, and complaints of 
the Upwork user community surrounding those services and policies. The researchers 
were able to move back and forth between the two sources, discovering worker con-
cerns or strategies in relation to Upwork’s algorithms in the forum data, and then com-
paring those accounts with official accounts in the help documentation. The forum data 
and help documentation was then used to inform a more directed investigation through 
interviews.  

Forum data was collected from two separate forums, the “Community Discussions” 
section of Upwork’s website, and from a subforum known as r/Upwork on the forum 
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site Reddit. The Upwork forum was selected because it was moderated by Upwork 
directly, and was a place where workers could interact with Upwork representatives, 
while the Reddit forum was chosen because it is not associated with Upwork (and it is 
semi-anonymous), and therefore allows users a little more openness in discussing things 
which contravene Upwork policy. The r/Upwork was also chosen because it has a large, 
active community. The authors scanned the forums and collected posts that had at least 
one response, and which had some relevance to the Upwork platform itself, rather than 
focusing solely on the worker’s trade. Posts were collected and analyzed iteratively, 
until new posts were no longer introducing new concepts. Help documentation was 
collected from different sections of upwork.com, including help pages and policy state-
ments from a section devoted to technical support, and articles and recommendations 
from the “hiring headquarters”. All the documents in the forum data and help documen-
tation ranged between 2015 and 2018.  

Interview participants were selected for diversity in the kind of work that they do. 
They were identified on Upwork itself, through social media platforms such as Reddit, 
Quora, and Twitter, and through professional websites maintained by the workers them-
selves. Of the 33 participants recruited this way, 20 had only used the platform as free-
lancers, and 13 had experience using the platform as both a client and as a freelancer. 
Their ages ranged from 20 to 58, and there was a high variation in profession (e.g., UX 
design, copywriting, industrial design, voice acting, legal writing, and animation). In 
order to surface latent understandings workers had about algorithms as tools and as a 
managerial structure, we focused on breakdowns and solutions to breakdowns in the 
worker’s experiences with the platform and its algorithms.  

More specifically, the interview protocol included questions inquiring about:  
1) The general experience of the workers with the Upwork platform. 
2) How they use the platform to find work. 
3) What they know about the underlying algorithms, and how they function.  
4) How they perceive the job recommender algorithm. 
5) How they understand the rating and evaluation algorithms. 
6) How they seek information about the ways the platform actually works.  
7) How they deal with the notion of algorithmic control. 
All interviews were conducted through video conferencing software, and they on 

average lasted one hour in length. 
Data collection and analysis proceeded concurrently, allowing us to iteratively iden-

tify and refine themes iteratively, as per Maxwell [28]. Data analysis involved two ma-
jor steps, and was inductive, following iterative protocols like those of grounded theory 
building [29]. First, the initial analysis involved subjecting the interview transcripts and 
forum data to interpretation using open coding [30], which resulted in common themes. 
Common themes were elicited based on problems or solutions in the worker’s experi-
ences with the gig algorithms that directly influenced their work. These themes were 
refined after the earliest interviews, and refined again after the continuous conversation 
between the researchers. These themes helped us identify relevant statements in the 
interviews and enabled us to compare them through meaning condensation. Specifi-
cally, we identified moments/statements where the worker shows some cognizance of 
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the algorithm’s process, or takes action to mobilize or adapt the algorithm towards their 
own ends. 

3 Findings  

Management of large groups of highly independent, highly skilled gig workers on Up-
work is achieved through a variety of algorithms. The proceduralization of evaluation 
and decision-making processes in the form of a constellation of algorithms is a signifi-
cant aspect of Upwork managerial function. However, users may experience these al-
gorithms differently; that is, for some, algorithms and their role in organizing gig work 
is visible. For instance, workers involved in niche areas paid less attention towards al-
gorithms since the platform worked relatively well for them and they were operating in 
an area with low labor supply. Likewise, more established gig workers in our dataset 
were not as cognizant of algorithms and their impact on their work, since the algorithm 
tended to reinforce their positions (e.g., by listing them higher in searches).  

This noted, accounts provided in interviews and the dominant sentiments on the 
online forums portrayed a rather different picture about users’ interactions with algo-
rithmic management: many gig workers keep abreast of Upwork algorithms and their 
functioning. In the remainder of this article, we outline three related activities that ena-
ble users to raise their understanding of algorithms, and to engage more effectively with 
algorithmic management. 

3.1 Sensemaking 

While the platform is easy to join and easy to use initially, it is in fact a large and 
complex collection of services, often coordinated automatically. Many workers put in 
a significant amount of time and effort developing a more sophisticated understanding 
of Upwork’s various ratings, timeframes, policies, and procedures. For instance, work-
ers monitor the functioning of the platform’s rating and score-calculating algorithms 
very closely as they are critical to a worker’s ability to find work and charge higher 
rates. Participant 3 discovered that clients could leave hidden feedback after he had a 
bad interaction with a client and noticed that his job success score dropped afterwards: 
“They told me they were not going to leave me a review as long as I didn’t leave them 
one, so I held up my end of the bargain. A few days after the contract ended, I noticed 
my job success score went down from 99 to 93%.” Upwork does mention the fact that 
clients can leave “private” ratings in a help page, but much of the workers’ understand-
ing of features like this and more importantly, their impact on ratings comes from close 
personal observation.   

Workers also attempt to get a better understanding of algorithms by approaching 
them from the client side of the platform. This involves making a client account in order 
to see what information is presented about a worker, the order in which worker bids are 
displayed, the prominence of certain ratings or badges, and other functions of the plat-
form’s algorithms. For example, even though Participant 3 never posted a job as a cli-
ent, he used a client account to ascertain how the results of technical competency tests 
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he had taken changed his position in search results. He found that he was the highest 
rated gig workers residing in the US in that technical area and consequently used that 
as a promotional element in the proposals he sent to clients through Upwork.  

Sensemaking is not necessarily a personal activity. Workers may use social channels 
such as online forums to share knowledge about underlying algorithms or collectively 
bring together different pieces of experiences and generate a more comprehensive un-
derstanding about algorithms. The forums were a resource for people seeking advice 
about how to deal with difficult clients or how to interpret certain Upwork policies. It 
also makes it easy to maintain a detailed perspective of many features and policies, 
which make up the platform. Participant 26 stated that the forums were good for “keep-
ing on top of the platform changes, so specifically like this is the new thing and the 
terms of service you have to look out for, or like this change is going to affect top rated 
freelancers because they’re doing this, and they kind of summarize and do all of this 
for me, so I don’t have to dig through the documentation every time they change it.” 
Some workers also learn directly from other, more experienced workers. Participants 
15 and 17 both took classes from an experienced Upwork freelancer, which provided 
concrete strategies for promoting oneself on the platform. For instance, it was from this 
class that Participant 15 learned that most of the jobs on Upwork are hidden, and can 
only be acquired on invitation from the clients, not by applying through the bidding 
system. 

3.2 Circumventing 

Understanding the algorithms and algorithmic management through sensemaking is in 
itself useful; this understanding provides workers with more confidence and sense of 
control [10]. However, as algorithms impose some constraints on the worker, gig work-
ers may seek ways to avoid algorithmic processes, or to substitute them with outside 
tools. Upwork’s work diary, for instance, which tracks user activity for hourly contracts 
by taking intermittent screenshots and recording the number of clicks, introduces a va-
riety of challenges for workers. Some workers are not comfortable with the surveillance 
it requires, and for others it becomes problematic because it does not fit into the tasks 
and workflows of different jobs (e.g., art and design). Participant 1 worked largely on 
a tablet, which would not run the tracking application. She also spent time walking 
when she was thinking about a particularly difficult design problem. The time tracker 
would not capture this kind of work, and would make it look as if she was not working 
at all. She, and many others, therefore avoided the time tracking system by arranging 
fixed price contracts, which do not require the use of the work diary and tracking sys-
tem. Avoiding certain aspects of the platform in this way is a required skill for workers, 
as the platform presents a large number of resources, many of which may serve as a 
means of control or surveillance, or may not fit into a worker’s own professional habits 
and processes.  

Similarly, the contracting system, with its automated escrow and invoicing features, 
is also avoided by some workers due to its transaction fee (Upwork’s commission). In 
these situations, the worker is leveraging the matching capabilities, profile system, and 
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bidding system of the platform, but actively avoiding the security provided by the con-
tracting system. Workers find circumventing this part of the platform risky, so they 
often create a careful process to move transactions off the programmatically-driven 
contracting system (on Upwork) into a trust-based transaction through Paypal or an-
other payment platform. Participant 6 described the need to build rapport with the client 
before taking payment processing off-platform: “Well after the first time they actually 
see that I’m not a freak and I do a good job and will do the work that’s when I’ll usually 
ask.” In this sense, circumvention is not just ignoring or avoiding some component of 
the platform, but actively extending contracts on the platform into external, third-party 
applications.  

The challenge of using Upwork’s algorithmic resources then becomes an issue of 
leveraging those resources selectively, and sometimes integrating outside tools to fill 
in the gaps. External communication tools were specifically leveraged by Upworkers. 
Upwork reinforces the use of its communication channels, particularly its messaging 
application, which allows automatic recording and monitoring of conversations. The 
algorithm reacts to the use of terms such as skype or phone when typed into the chat 
box. However, workers often go around this communication channel and employ other 
communication and information sharing tools. For example, they may switch to email 
once a project is arranged, or join the project management tools of their clients. Partic-
ipant 15 uses the Upwork messenger in addition to other communication and cloud 
services to coordinate and communication with clients. Like several other participants, 
he shares large work deliverables (e.g. images) via Dropbox and shares his writing with 
clients via Dropbox Paper (a collaborative document-editing service), but leaves traces 
of these as completed milestones in the Upwork messenger so that Upwork has a record 
of transactions (as evidence just in case of a disputes with a client). 

3.3 Manipulating Algorithms  

By providing different inputs to the platform’s various data collection processes, work-
ers can alter, observe and improve its output, manipulating various platform algorithms. 
This allows workers to make better use of some parts of the system. One of the well-
known inefficiencies in the Upwork platform is the inaccuracy of its job recommenda-
tions. Participant 9 described how inaccurate these ratings could be: “a lot of jobs I was 
kind of just throwing my hands in the air and saying this is an entirely different branch 
from what I am doing, why are you suggesting this? Like they’re looking for a special 
effects artist in this 3D thing and ...I’m a 3D character artist and animator.” However, 
Participants 6 and 15 both learned that they could ‘save’ searches with the Upwork 
platform. Through experimentation with the platform, they discovered these saved 
searches would be used by Upwork’s recommender system to improve the recommen-
dations it made to them. This is a lesser known feature amongst the other workers we 
interviewed, and many, like Participant 9 complained about the inaccuracy of the plat-
form’s recommendations.  

Even without understanding the intricacies of an algorithm’s rules, workers are able 
to manipulate their results simply by changing the data that goes into it. For instance, 
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Participant 29 described how he helped a subcontractor improve his hourly rate by al-
tering the hours they reported to the platform: “he did like 4 hours for me but he wanted 
to do it as 1 hour of work on Upwork at four times the rate so it looks like he’s getting 
a much higher payment.” Having a higher rate recorded on the subcontractor's profile 
would help him get a higher rate on future projects. In a similar way, Participant 21 
would close and reopen contracts in order to acquire more ratings: “every time you 
spend over $5 on the platform you can basically close a contract and get a rating.” 
Working long-term projects means receiving fewer total ratings, which makes it more 
difficult to maintain a solid job success score because a single bad rating has more 
influence. This strategy is an effective way for Participant 21 to bolster his overall base 
of good ratings, thereby generating more professional stability on the platform.  

By understanding how certain components of the platform work, workers can im-
prove their functionality, or even make alternative uses of a certain feature. Some par-
ticipants were able to do this with Upwork’s large collection of proficiency tests (e.g., 
knowledge of English grammar or user experience design). While some participants 
perceived these tests as useful, most did not think they were accurate reflections of their 
skills and therefore did not take them, partially because they did not think that clients 
looked at them. Those participants who also worked as clients largely confirmed this. 
However, Participant 15 found that taking the skills tests provided by Upwork made 
him more prominent in search results for terms related to his skill. In this way, he was 
able to make use of the tests not to better present his skills on his profile, but to appear 
more competitive to the search algorithm. 

4 Discussion  

Algorithms undergirding important functions such as reputation and search systems 
serve as key resources in managing digital platforms and mediating the transaction of 
services, but they also act as a means of coordinating and controlling workers. There-
fore, algorithmic management may diminish workers sense of autonomy by impeding 
their ability to navigate and control important aspects of their work due to the complex 
and opaque nature of the algorithms themselves. 

However, research findings presented here make it clear that workers are not passive 
recipients of algorithmic management and control. They develop what we call algorith-
mic competencies to deal with and appropriate algorithmic management exercised by 
the platform. Sensemaking activities allow users to create a working understanding 
about algorithms and how they may affect their work. Gig workers use sensemaking 
strategies to open the black box of algorithms used by digital platforms, or at least gain 
enough familiarity with the platform’s functions to effectively work with and around 
them.  

Building on this learning process, workers may decide to circumvent or manipulate 
the algorithms to their advantage. They may go around the constraints posed by the 
algorithm by pulling together other resources and technologies, or may use their 
knowledge of algorithms to manipulate them for desired outcomes. As such, the plat-
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form’s algorithms, which can be understood as an automated manifestation of the in-
terests of the platform organizer (here Upwork Global Inc.) are not deterministic rules 
[2]. Rather, workers appropriate and extend the digital platform’s system of program-
matic processes as part of an information infrastructure [14].  

It is clear then that the relationships established between gig workers and algorithms 
are mutually constitutive. As shown in Fig. 1, algorithms shape workers and clients 
interactions on the platform, but are simultaneously shaped by worker activities. In this 
process, workers develop and draw on their algorithmic competency, which we define 
as a form of “data infrastructure literacy” [23] or “infrastructural competency” [31] 
needed to effectively interact with algorithms. Algorithmic competency refers to work-
ers’ understanding of algorithms that assign and assess work conducted on gig plat-
forms, and learning how to work with and around those algorithms. Our data suggests 
algorithmic competency here is comprised of three key practices of sensemaking, cir-
cumventing and manipulating algorithms.  

 
 

 
Fig. 1. The mutual shaping of gig workers and platform algorithms. 

A consequence of this agency is that the platform’s algorithms are embedded in the 
professional and personal contexts of the platform’s population of users. Algorithmic 
management is therefore a sociotechnical process that emerges as the result of contin-
uous interactions between platform algorithms and users. It is not only the algorithms 
that shape the work practices of the gig worker; how workers encounter algorithms also 
shape algorithmic outcomes and decision-making. For example, previous research in-
dicates social biases against certain races or genders (in rating and reviews done by the 
user) can be easily fed back into the recommendation and search algorithms [15]. 
Therefore, these interactions can be understood as example of “heteromated systems” 
whereby both algorithms and humans are reconfigured [16]. 

5 Conclusion 

Many gig workers are considered independent, contingent workers, but what may make 
them distinct from other traditional independent workers is their usage of digital labor 
platforms, which are a cornerstone of the gig economy [32, 33]. A defining character-
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istic of digital labor platforms is their reliance on algorithms that perform many man-
agement functions previously conducted by human managers in traditional work organ-
izations. Algorithmic management therefore has an important bearing on the overall 
experience of gig workers. The lack of clarity and transparency are often intentional 
elements of algorithmic management, since the platform organizers do not wish the 
workers to game the system [15, 17, 34]. Nevertheless, previous research indicates 
transparency about algorithmic decisions provides users with a higher level of trust, 
resulting in more effective cooperation with smart technologies [35, 36].  

Our findings suggest that the inner workings of many algorithms on Upwork are not 
completely clear to the gig workers, and this information asymmetry may hinder the 
workers’ ability to gain control over their work. The ability to understand and make use 
of algorithms has therefore become a core competency of workers attempting to retain 
autonomy in the dynamic and uncertain working conditions, which have emerged in 
the gig economy.  

Online labor platforms extend the reach of online freelancers by providing a market-
place to land new projects [24], but the global scale of this platform often results in 
fierce competition with people all over the world. Algorithmic competency can there-
fore also be seen as a source of personal competitive advantage in this global market-
place, whereby gig workers can distinguish themselves from thousands of online work-
ers competing for the same type of projects/gigs. In addition to other key competencies 
such as social or knowledge skills (to keep up with the different and changing 
knowledge domains) that support all forms of independent, self-employed work [33], 
gig workers need to understand how to interact effectively with platform algorithms 
that assign and evaluate work.   
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